OUTSTANDING CARPET CLEANING WITH ORBIO® MULTISURFACE CLEANER

- Extends time between cleaning by reducing the amount of sticky residue that can cause resoiling
- Restores the appearance of older carpets by removing old carpet chemical residue
- Certified effective - CRI Platinum and WoolSafe certified
- Recognized as environmentally responsible - Green Seal® GS-37 certified*

EASILY FITS INTO YOUR CURRENT CARPET CARE PROGRAM

Orbio® MultiSurface Cleaner created by the Orbio os3 or 5000-Sc systems replaces conventional sticky, high-foaming carpet cleaning chemicals. Its effective, no-foam, residue-free solution transforms your facility’s carpet appearance and fits easily into your current carpet cleaning and maintenance programs. Additionally, third party tests show that Orbio MultiSurface Cleaner protects against carpet resoiling in two real-world scenarios. The solution also contains no VOCs, which contributes to good indoor air quality.

INTERIM MAINTENANCE
- Light Extraction

SPOTTING
- Carpets
- Upholstery

DEEP CLEANING
- Pre-spray and in-tank
- Heated or non-heated extraction
The system qualified for the seal of approval by passing eight rigorous tests at an independent Laboratory, including:

- Soil removal efficacy
- Propensity for resoiling
- Appearance retention
- Recovery of residual moisture
- Surface change after repeated cleaning
- Colorfastness
- Amount of pH
- Zero presence of optical brighteners

*Orbio MultiSurface Cleaner has earned the Platinum Level System Seal of Approval from the Carpet and Rug Institute (CRI), signifying that it meets the highest standards for carpet cleaning effectiveness when used as part of a deep cleaning system. The system qualified for the seal of approval by passing eight rigorous tests at an independent Laboratory, including:

WHAT ORBIO CUSTOMERS ARE SAYING...

“On carpet, Orbio MSC solution is simply fantastic. We had just installed carpet in some large areas, and it’s nice timing to avoid putting conventional cleaning chemicals into the carpet machines.”
- Joe Tarnowski, Building Services Director, Duluth Entertainment Convention Center

“I’m especially pleased with how well the Orbio MSC solution works on wool blend carpets. The carpets are cleaner and brighter, and they don’t re-soil as fast. The solution will help the carpets last longer because there’s no more residue.”
- Peter Magdos, Director of Environmental Services/Housekeeping, Tropicana Las Vegas

“I’m sold 100 percent on using Orbio MSC solution for carpets. It has cleaned up the residue from the traditional chemicals we used and they stay clean longer. We haven’t cleaned them in almost five months and they still look good.”
- Patti Grosnick, Custodial Supervisor, School District of Superior, WI